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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Sixteenth Day: Friday, May 26, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 152-39-25-24—26%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
I like Exchange Rate fillies, and FIRSTRATE PROPOSAL looks salty and is a 
deserved morning line favorite (8-5) in the day’s opener, a one-turn, eight-
furlongs affair for $8,000 “non-winners of two races lifetime” types. Gray 
filly stalked the pace and drew off to win by open lengths when breaking 
her maiden for a dime in her last start 22 days ago, and while she will face 
winners for the first time this afternoon, she’s spotted to be competitive in 
for $8K versus conditioned claiming adversaries. She was bumped at the 
start two races back and one-paced late behind a next-out winner, and it’s 
worth noting that the runner up in that affair, Simply Great, broke her 
maiden in Saturday’s first race by four lengths for a $30K tag. She’ll be 
forwardly placed in a heat without a lot of front-runners; rates top billing. 
The late-running Fort Prado filly BLUEBERRY SHINE returns to the races 
off a two-month plus layoff and will turn back in distance to a one-turn trip 
for the first time in her career. The race shape from a pace perspective will 
work against the closer’s chances in this spot, but she has never been in 
this cheap and ran well in her only previous start in Louisville facing much 
tougher company. This is a soft crew assembled in this spot; contender. 
TALE OF PROMISE returns to the races off a three-month plus hiatus for a 
new outfit and will try winners for the fist time after breaking her maiden 
at Charles Town in early February, beating a pair of next-out winners in 
the process. She figures to be on or near the early lead stretching out to a 
mile for the first time in a race peppered with late-running types—always a 
good angle—and she’s in the right spot for her first crack at winners. I’m 
not crazy about the inside post draw coming out of the chute, and she will 
have to deal with the top choice from the opening bell if sent; hangs around 
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for a minor placing with a top effort. CAPE DIVA is another who lurks 
down in class and returns to the races off a layoff, and this chestnut Cape 
Blanco (Ire) filly faced a next-out winner in her last start in Hot Springs. 
She’ll cut back in distance to a one-turn mile trip for the first time in four 
starts, but her form against winners has been sketchy at best. She couldn’t 
handle $7,500 “two lifetime” adversaries two starts back; seems destined 
for a minor award.  
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
A $165,000 daughter of Maclean’s Music out of a stakes-winning Quiet 
American mare, CLASSY MUSIC broke slow on debut, jumped on the bridle 
to find herself running up on other entrant’s heels at the three-eighths 
pole, yet stayed on in the lane while lugging-in to finish an honest third 
behind the talented Violence filly Buy Sell Hold, who came out of that race 
to win the $100,000 Kentucky Juvenile Stakes versus open company on 
the opening night of the meet. Dark bay filly has all kinds of upside making 
just her second career start for trainer Kenny McPeek, gets first-time 
Lasix, and came out of her debut effort with a useful :49 flat breeze in 
Louisville on May 19th; major player in her second career start. OUR GIRL 
ABBY was the beaten favorite in her last start at Belmont Park 23 days 
ago, but the dark bay daughter of Majestic Warrior has improved in each 
start and will get blinkers for the first time in this spot, as she was getting 
out at the eighth-pole in her last race. She will likely improve in the third 
start of her current form cycle, and she figures to get a good trip stalking 
likely pacesetter ROSE CANDY. She’s the most experienced entrant in the 
field; contender. SHE’S A JULIE is a $160,000 daughter of Elusive Quality 
out of a Dubai Millennium (GB) mare that hails from the family of the 
multiple grade one stakes winner and sire Bodemeister. She has been 
training forwardly for trainer Steve Asmussen, whose outfit is more than 
capable of leading over a two-year-old to pop at first-asking. Her pedigree 
may lean a bit toward turf, but she demands your attention in the paddock 
and post parade, nonetheless; contends on debut. ROSE CANDY ran a big 
race right out of the box for trainer Jack Van Berg, as the bay daughter of 
Sidney’s Candy broke running, pressed an honest pace and finished well to 
be second, beaten three-parts of a length for the win. She steps up in class 
from maiden $45K company to the maiden allowance ranks in this spot, 
but she’s the likely pacesetter in this five-furlong sprint and will be tighter 
this go-around; hangs around for a minor award with a top try. 
 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-5 
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RACE THREE 
Hopefully this heat will stay on the grass, and it should as the rainy 
weather that enveloped Louisville and Wednesday and Thursday was 
expected to be out of the area in time for Friday’s card, as the race shapes 
on paper to be a stretch battle between 8-5 morning line favorite SUGAR 
CUBE and the 3-1 second choice POUR GIRL. That said, I’ll give an edge to 
the latter, POUR GIRL, who not only figures to be a better price on the tote 
board, but also is a much better horse on the grass and will, in theory, be 
returning to the lawn in this spot after running in an off-the-turf event 
over a “sloppy”, sealed racetrack on Oaks Day. Dark bay daughter of 
Twirling Candy has won fifty percent of her turf starts lifetime, has 
retained honest form while stepping up in class for trainer Sam Logsdon, 
and possesses a nice late turn of foot on the weeds. She responds to Declan 
Cannon’s handling, is eligible for improvement in the third start of her 
current form cycle and ONE SHARP LADY, KATE N ABS REWARD and 
MARYBLUEEYES should provide enough of an early pace to set up her late 
kick. She acts as if she will relish this nine-furlong trip; rates top billing. 
SUGAR CUBE is as consistent a horse as you will find, as the six-year-old 
bay has been first or second in her past 12 starts for trainer Rick Hiles and 
has finished in the money 13 of her past 16 outings. 12 of her 14 lifetime 
wins have been on the main track but she won her last start on the grass 
over an unconventional course at Kentucky Downs by open lengths, 
demonstrating a nice turn of foot at the quarter-pole. She’s a scant two and 
a half lengths shy of winning her past six races and is another that will 
likely move forward in her third start off the shelf. She has a reliable 
closing kick on any surface, and it is encouraging that she has retained 
sharp form while stepping up the $16K starter allowance level in her past 
two starts; foolish to slight her chances. MARYBLUEEYES has effective 
tactical speed which will serve her well in this heat and while she was a 
well-beaten second in her last start, it came against open $40K claiming 
rivals, and she hung in to garner place money by a half-length at odds of 
nearly 10-1. She’s the lone entrant in the field with a prior money finish on 
the Matt Winn Turf Course, and she has finished in the money in five-of-
nine turf starts lifetime; more interested as the price increases. BELLA BE 
PROUD was no match for SUGAR CUBE in her last start and is at her best 
on a synthetic surface, but she faced eventual Matron Stakes (G3) winner 
Walkabout two starts back, and she was competitive all winter against 
allowance company at Turfway Park. Her zero-for-three lifetime record 
over the local course is reason for concern, however; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The four-year-old gray NTESTINALFORTITUDE looks to have the field in 
the fourth—a maiden allowance affair going six-panels on the main track—
over the proverbial barrel, as the son of Forestry ran huge on debut at 
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Churchill on Derby Day, pressing a quick pace (:22 3/5, :45 3/5 and 1:10 
3/5) over a “wet-fast” strip before losing a head-bob on the wire at odds of 
nearly 37-1. The homebred will likely move forward in his second career 
start and will surely be tighter this go-around for trainer Dale Romans. I 
like that he turns back to a six-furlong trip with a seven-eighths race under 
his belt; holds all the aces. MONO returns to the races of a near two-month 
layoff but ran well right out of the box in New Orleans, as the son of First 
Samurai stalked a quick pace and finished with interest despite drifting 
out the last sixteenth of a mile. He comes into this heat fresh and has five 
solid breezes in him since the debut effort. He has plenty of upside making 
his second career start; contender. The first-time starter MALIBU AT 
MIDNIGHT is a well-bred chestnut son of Malibu Moon out of an A.P. Indy 
mare that sports a gap-free public work tab since late March for trainer 
Danny Peitz, including a sharp half-mile move in Louisville in :47 2/5 on 
April 26th and a 1:00 2/5 move at Churchill on May 17th. Chestnut 
homebred is 6-1 on the morning line; demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade. BLAKE’S LUCKY STAR is a first-time starter by 
Tizway that fetched $325,000 as a yearling at Fasig-Tipton’s Saratoga sale, 
and he has a gap-free, local public work tab since mid-April. He gets Lasix 
on debut and a good finishing rider in Sean Bridgmohan; capable right out 
of the box. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-3-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
DISCREETLY FIRM ran well in his first start against winners at Indiana 
Grand nearly a month ago, and he creeps down in class and stretches out 
in distance off his past two starts. Bay gelding has yet to run a poor race 
for trainer Ron Moquett and will be forwardly placed in a race in which the 
early fractions figure to be on the soft side. He has a pair of past money 
finishes at Churchill Downs; gets the nod. THE LAST PROPHET has 
improved in his past three dirt starts, and he woke up when dropping in 
class to this $8,000 “non-winners of two races lifetime” condition in his 
last start, where he demonstrated a nice late turn of foot to be fourth of 11, 
beaten two lengths for the win. He has finished in the money in 50 percent 
of his lifetime starts under the Twin Spires, is bred to love the stretch-out 
around two-turns, and always seems to go off at a good price (12-1 
morning line); lots to like. BENEDICTION cost $600,000 as a yearling back 
in 2014 and is in for a $8,000 price tag today—certainly not a great sign—
but the dark bay son of Pulpit ran well on the drop in his last start and will 
stretch out to a distance at which he has his lone lifetime win in this affair 
for trainer Matt Shirer. He gets wheeled back off 15 days rest in this spot 
and is the likely pacesetter in this heat, as he pressed an opening quarter 
in :22 and change in his last start and will stretch out around two-turns 
this afternoon. There isn’t a lot of early speed signed on in this spot, which 
obviously works in his favor; threat. P J’S AWESOME has a license to 
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improve in his third start off the shelf and takes a marked class drop from 
conditioned $30,000 claiming company into the $8K ranks in this spot. 
Son of Noble’s Promise broke his maiden at this mile and a sixteenth trip in 
Louisville and has a license to move forward in the third start of his 
current form cycle; threat on the drop. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-3-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The bay Hard Spun gelding CICERONE was fifth of 11 in his last start back 
in early April, but he hooked a budding star in Yoshida in that affair, as 
that rival came out of that race to annex the $100,000 James W. Murphy 
Stakes on the Preakness undercard by open lengths in impressive fashion. 
On the down side, he has failed to hit the board from five prior starts and 
sports frequent layoff lines of late, but he makes his first start for a tag and 
this is a light maiden claiming affair; rates top billing. ON JOHN ran a 
deceptively good race against maiden allowance company at Keeneland in 
his last start, where he was fifth of 11, beaten less than five lengths for all 
the money, while producing a five-wide rally in the lane. Dark bay son of 
Blame is another that will make his fist start for a tag, and jockey Corey 
Lanerie had a hat trick on yesterday’s card; improvement expected. 
MALIBU WEST steps up in class from the maiden $10K claiming level in 
this affair but will make his first start off the claim or trainer Mike Maker, 
whose outfit wins at a high-percentage in this situation. Chestnut son of 
Smart Strike hasn’t been a factor in his first two starts on the main track 
but is bred to love the surface change to the grass in this spot. He gets 
wheeled back off 24 days rest, so he figures to be in pretty good shape 
physically and is a juicy 12-1 on the morning line; dirt-to-turf angle very 
playable. MASCARPONE returns to the races off a brief freshening, ran 
well in his last start off the shelf and hooked Arklow in his last start, and 
that rival came back to win the American Turf Stakes (G2T) on the Derby 
undercard. Dark bay son of Hat Trick (Jpn) is another that will make his 
first foray into maiden claiming company in this spot, and I like the slight 
turn back in distance to this mile and a sixteenth trip. His recent form is 
dicey, but I can’t toss him and feel good about it; using in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-11-10 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
CUTACORNER owns a decisive back-class advantage over this field 
dropping out of the Oaklawn Handicap (G2) into this $30K “non-winners of 
three lifetime” claiming event, and this gray son of Even the Score has 
been ambitiously spotted throughout his career. He was only beaten a half-
length for the win in his last start facing slightly tougher conditioned 
claiming company, and he turns back to a distance at which he has 
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finished in the money in three-of-five lifetime starts. He came out of his last 
race and fired a : 46 3/5 “bullet” half-mile work in Louisville; major player. 
HALLOWEEN HORROR drops in class, turns back in distance and will try 
the dirt for the first time in this spot looking for form reversal, and the son 
of Distorted Humor out of an A.P. Indy mare is bred to love the surface 
change to the main track. The chestnut hooked a tough crew on the grass 
in his third start at Keeneland and made all the pace going nine-panels in 
his last start before fading in the lane to be fourth, beaten less than five 
lengths for the win. He’s an overlaid 6-1 on the morning line; turf-to-dirt 
angle looks “live”. BATTLE TAP turns back in distance and drops in class 
for trainer Paul Holthus looking to end a string of fourth-place finishes in 
this affair. Chestnut son of Smart Strike returns to the main track, is a 
better horse on dirt and hasn’t missed the trifecta in his past three starts 
against conditioned claiming company. His form has been honest off the 
claim, and he has a versatile running style; threat. ANOTHER LEMON 
DROP hasn’t been seen at the races in nearly in six-months and change, 
however he ran a big race on the drop in his last start facing tougher rivals 
at Churchill last fall, where he was bottled-up the stretch drive and 
finished full of run, a diminishing neck behind a next-out winner, when he 
was able to find an opening. His form off a layoff is suspect and there’s a 
near-month gap between the last Payson move and the “bullet” Churchill 
breeze; may be a start away from his best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-7-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
The bay filly JUNO MOON looks like a good play in Friday’s featured eighth 
race, a contentious entry-level allowance event going a flat mile on the 
Matt Winn Turf Course. $190,000 daughter of Malibu Moon has shown 
noticeable improvement since she was equipped with blinkers two starts 
back, and she was a deceptively good second at Keeneland in her last start 
while attending the pace on a “yielding” turf course. She won her lone turf 
start over “firm” terrain in impressive fashion, beating a next-out winner 
in the process, and though she has a wide post draw, she could fall into a 
great trip stalking front runners LOLA’S THE ONE and ELLENS 
BIRTHDAY, who break to her outside; rates top billing. PRUDENCE has 
been stuck in this condition since last fall but has improved in each start 
off the layoff for trainer Rusty Arnold, and she has finished in the money in 
two-of-three lifetime starts on the weeds in Louisville. Dark bay daughter 
of Pleasantly Perfect will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge and while 
she has a penchant for minor awards, she has placed in nine-of-14 starts 
lifetime on turf; contender. GIADA VEGAS was only beaten a diminishing 
neck in her first start against winners—generally the sign of a good horse—
and she has never been off the board at this flat mile trip on grass for 
trainer Mark Casse. Daughter of Scat Daddy’s form on “firm” going is 
sharp, and she endured a troubled trip in her past two off-the-board efforts 
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on turf; threat with a clean trip. PASTIME is a mere half-length from being 
undefeated on turf and put forth a big effort at nearly 14-1 in her first start 
against winners in an entry-level allowance affair at Keeneland back on 
April 19th. Dark bay homebred daughter of Lonhro (Aus) has plenty of 
upside making just her third career start, and she figures to be more in 
touch with the front front-runners stretching out to a two-turn trip for the 
first time. She’s a juicy 10-1 on the morning line; likely overlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-1-2-4 
 
 
RACE NINE 
The gray MY EMINENCE returns to the races off a six-month plus layoff 
for trainer Pat Byrne, but he put forth the best effort of his career to date 
off a layoff last fall in Louisville and will make his first start for a tag in this 
heat. His zero-for-four lifetime record under the Twin Spires is a bit of a 
concern, but I like that he turns back to a three-quarter mile sprint for the 
first time. His public work tab during his down time is solid; fires fresh. 
PROVIDENCE has managed to finish second-or-third in five-of-six career 
starts for trainer Steve Asmussen and was a well-beaten second after 
pressing a quick early pace when making his first start for a tag 22 days 
ago in Louisville. He takes a slight cut back in distance to a trip at which 
he’s zero-for-four lifetime; figures for part, taking a stand against for top 
honors at a short price. PRIVATE PARTY has failed to hit the board in two 
previous starts, but the chestnut son of Mineshaft hooked an honest horse 
in The Gipper in his last start and will make his first start off the claim for 
the Chris Hartman barn, an outfit that wins at a high-percentage in this 
type of scenario. His A.M. moves since his last start are solid; threat. TAM 
TAM ATTACK is a $270,000 son of War Front that has a two-turn, turf-
oriented pedigree, but he sports an extensive, gap-free public work tab 
since early March and debuts for a $50K tag. He gets Lasix and Calvin 
Borel for his first career start; worth a look in the paddock and post 
parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-10-4  
 
     
 
  


